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The rapid development of the Hong Kong economy attributes much to
th contribution of the Chinese entrepreneurs who came to here in
the past few decades. Through the years, they worked very hard
and faced numerous difficulties before they reached success.
Sometimes, it was even at the expense of their marriage, family
life, leisure and spiritual comfort. It was our great opportunity
to have interviews with several Chinese entrepreneurs in the
wholesaling, retailing, manufacturing and servicing business of
the sound equipment industry. They were very kind to share their
feelings of being an entrepreneur and their company formation
process with us.
Besides, we came across such an interesting and outstanding
company, AGB, that we would like to spend time studying it
in-depth. From the findings of the interviews, we can better
perceive the strengths and weaknesses of this company.
Many of these entrepreneurs, including the target company,
inspired by their interest, were too impulsive to start business.
It is always a danger that essential good management may be
neglected.
The target company is full of strongly competent men. However, it
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had almost shut down had there been no new capital and
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1CHAPTERI
INTRODUCTION
Hong Kong has been a rapidly growing economy for thirty
years . Much of her success can be attributed to the
entrepreneurs in the various industries who are
risk - takers that possess drive , initiative , and good
adaptability . Therefore a study of the entrepreneursin
this city is of great value in understandingthe success
of this economy . Besides , entrepreneurshipalso appeals
to young MBA graduates who have acquired various
disciplines of business training and have an objective of
starting their own businessesin the future .
Incidentally , the writers came across a very interesting
company , AGB . It was formed by a few Polytechnic
students . All of them are Christians. The idea of forming
a company originally came from one of them . This primary
founder possessesgreat talent in the audio - visual field .
Besides he felt inspired by some religious visions to
develop the audio - visual field .
The business of AGB is very distinguishedfrom the others
2i n the same field . Mos t of the companiesn the sound
equipment industry are either wholesalers or retailers .
Since professional servicing has been rather overlooked
by the public , hardly any firms operate exclusivelyin
this line . Instead , nearly all sound system consultancy
is also provided by the large wholesalers when they
supply their equipment in packages to new installations.
However , AGB represents itself as a professional
consultancyfirm . Its formation and business , as well as
its company philosophy , greatly interest the writers .
Therefore , the writers would like to spend the effort to
study the companyin depth .
As the company was formed recently , its formation process
will become the focus of this study . Many studies have
been carried out concerning the formation process of new
enterprises in the States , while little similar research
can be found in Hong Kong about Chinese entrepreneurs.
The writers would therefore like to study the Chinese
entrepreneursin the same field and then compare the
findings with AGB . It is hoped that the study of the
general characteristics of these Chinese entrepreneurs
and the life case of an existing company will contribute
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to our understandingof entrepreneurshipin Hong Kong .
1 . 1 The EntrepreneurDefined
There have been various definitions given to the term
' entrepreneur. ' Table I - 1 providesa list of definitions,
which have been used by various people . ( 1 ) Some have
stressed the innovative role of the entrepreneur :
Schumpeter, ' doing new things that are already being
done . ' Others may tend to equate entrepreneurshipwit
business management: Cole , ' the purposeful activity
undertakento initiate , maintain , or aggrandizea profit -
oriented business unit for the production or distribution
of economic goods and services . Shapero explains the
entrepreneur' as the man who plays a major role in
( 1 ) Patricia S . Summerville, The CompanyFormationProcess : A
Study of Entrepreneurshipin the Independent Insurance Business
in Austin , Texas . ( MBA ProfessionalReport , The Universityof
Texasat Austin, 1976 . ) p . 9
Quoted by Stephen J . Wolfe , The CompanyFormationProcess : A
Study of Entrepreneurshipin the Retail Clothing Business in
Austin , Texas . ( MBA ProfessionalReport , the University of




Webs ter : One who organizes, managesand assumesthe risks of a
business or enterprise . ( Websters Dictionary )
Collins , Moore , and Unwal la : The innovatingentrepreneurwho has
developed an ongoing business activity where none existed
before. ( EnterprisingMa , 1964 , p . 20 )
Cole : The purposeful activity ( including an integrated sequence
of decisions ) of an individual or group of associated
individuals , undertaken to initiate , maintain , or aggrandize
a profit - oriented business unit for the production or
distribution of economic goods and services .
( BusinessEnterpriseand its Social Setting , 1951 , p . 7 )
Oxenfeldt : an individual active in the direction of a business
in which he owns equity , provided such business is less than
one - year old . ( New Firms and Free Enterprise, 1943 , p . 104 )
Smith : The individual who is primarily responsible for gathering
together the necessary resources to initiate a business .
( The Entrepreneurand His Firm , 1967 , p . 2 )
Schumpeter : Everyone is an entrepreneuronly when he actually
carries out new combinationsand loses that character when
he has built up the business. ( Cited in Collins and Moore ,
The OrganizationMakers - A Behavioral Study of Independent
Entrepreneurs, 1970 , p . 10 )
Shapero: . . . the man who plays a major role in startinga company
and managing it , and who usually has an important equity
position in it . ( An Action Program for Entrepreneurship,
1971, p . 16 )
5starting a company and managing it , and who usually has
an importantequity positionin it . ' ' He , then , is the
initiator of ' a new enterprise, plays a major role in
starting and managing it and usually has an important
financialand / or emotionalequity in it . '
Mancuso( 2 ) suggeststhat ' An entrepreneuris an innovator
capable of combining varied ingredients to produce and
market a product or service . He is able to put together
the people , the financing and the production and
marketing resources for a newly created firm . But ,
foremost , he is the one who recognizes potentially
profitable opportunities , he is the one who
conceptualizesth venture strategy , and he is willing to
become the driving force , which successfullymoves the
idea from the laboratoryto the marketplace. '
( 2 ) Joseph Mancuso, The Entrepreneur' s Handbook, v . 1
( Massachusetts: ArtechHouse, Inc . 1974 ) p . 2
61 . 2 Importanceof the Entrepreneur
' The reasonableman adapts himself to the world , the
unreasonableman attempts to adapt the world to
himself . Therefore all progress depends upon the
unreasonableman . '
- - - GeorgeBernardShaw
The talented , creative and skilled people are always more
ready to start their own business to test their own
ability . In fact , the progress of our society is much
indebted to their hard work . Some companies, such as
Apple Computer, 3 M , grew from a small enterprise. They
started their business by producing high technology
products . Entrepreneura e willing to take higher risks ,
and if successful, will be able to get higher returns .
And their efforts help to catalyze the progress of the
economy.
A research study designed to identify and measure the
personal characteristics of the successful entrepreneurs
may help to yield informationof much great value to
important segments of business and the government. Such
knowledge will be of great interest to lending
organizations, such as banks , to enfranchising
organizations, such as oil companies and resturant
chains , and to the federal government, both domestically
7( in loans to small businessesand in such efforts as the
poverty programs ) and internationallyin using foreign
aid more effectively to help strengthen the economy of
under - developed countries . Further , colleges of business
administration can make significant contributions in
entrepreneurialeducation if it is possible to understand
the nature of entrepreneurshipand if what is uncovered
can be translated into workable programs .
Also , a supply of creative entrepreneursis an important
requirement for enconmic advance . Without it , the
introductionof technical advances will be halting , the
wrong technical changes will be allowed to persist , and
additional resources may become available but be left
idle .
Fu thereto re , small and mid dle - sized companies,
particularlynew and growing firms , play a vital role in
the developmentand maintenanceof an economy that is
alive , growing , innovative, and dynamic . New firms and
innovative small firms are the essential ingredients in a
process by which society experimentsto see if a new
process , a new product or service , or a new approachwill
succeed . They are mutations introducing innovation into
8the economy , advancingthe economy into the future .
Besides , entrepreneurshipoccupies a strategic role in
combining the available productive resources into
organized production units . The continuous adaptation of
economic activity to changing conditions depends on the
quality of available entrepreneurship. And , the
institutional aspects of our economic system , such as
free enterprise and the profit motive , have fostered the
birth and development of vast entrepreneurialskills and
energies.
Finally , research into the entrepreneurial personality
will throw valuable light on the understandingof the
overall place of the entrepreneurin the process of
economic development of relatively backward as well as
economically advanced societies . It will contribute to
our better understanding of the personality
characteristics of persons performing entrepreneurial
f unctionsin our economy. This , in turn , has intrinsic
scientific interest , as well as practical interest , since
it may contributeto a better knowledgeof what to look
for in the selection and training of persons who are
destined to occupy roles of business leadership .
91 . 3 The Acoustic Industry
As our living standard gets better and better , we demand
more and more quality products . For an entrepreneur, the
demand for high technology products renders him a
tremendous market potential . With limited capital and
market opportunities, he can hardly compete with the
established industries . However , high technology and
innovative products can always open a new market , which
will also grow rapidly once it is accepted . Some products
are so technologicallyadvanced that their market is very
limited to very professionalusers , whereas others may be
constantlyproduced in mass .
Audio - visual equipment may , however , facinate numerous
people , who are always eager to look for new inventions.
The current products in the market are far from the
ultimate perfect effects . Besides , the field is
comprisedof a large range of products , which the layman
has hardly heard of . Sometimes, the productsneed to be
tailor - made for a certain acoustic system . This renders
a great market opportunity for entrepreneursof small
business . There is a growing demand for these products
and services.
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The acoustics industry can be roughly divided into two
markets , namely , consumer and professionalmarkets .
The consumer market is concentratedon selling iii - Fi
equipmentsto the general public . As the number of
reatilers increases , this business is getting more : and
more competitive. The retailing market has already bec ( cie
saturated . Good relationship with distributors is
essential for the survival of the retailers . New entrants
would becomeharder to survive . Similarly, it is aa 1 ` o
difficult to start business as wholesalers or
distributors . Since the sound equipment market has been
developedfor a few decades, the existingbig cocnp : a n i es
have alreadygot wide connectionswith ove I ' S 0 . 1 . , -
suppliers. They are also financiallystrongto r 3 int : a i n n
large size of business. In short , little nu the t
opportunitiescan be further explored in the forseeab le
future in the consumermarket .
The professionalfield is still very small as compzi rcd
with the consumermarket . No more than twenty comtpiii i c .
are providing professionalservices ( accordingto c ht t ,
intervieweesof our target company, AGB ) . They are ilso -
the largest wholesalersin Hong Kong . Several of tthem : irk ,
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either foreign subsidiaries or foreign-capital-supported
companies. They have ra the r large operations and
therefore are financially strong to include the high
quality servicing in their business.
Professional servicing has not been much noticed of.
Whenever there is any new construction, the whole sound
system will be subcontracted to the wholesalers, who will
then supply all neccessary equipments in a package. They
are, therefore, also responsible for the sound quality.
Such kind of projects include the work of system design,
installation as well as maintenance. The general market
comprises of churches, schools, community halls, hotels,
discos, or restaurants. This market is still expanding.
Compared with other fields, acoustics is still a ve ry
young and growing industry. It is expected that its
development will go hand-in-hand with the visual side. As
technology gets more advanced, the combination of
electronics and computer in the manufacturing of
audio-visual equipment will become more promising. The
era of wholesaling after the Secong World War has gone.
The era of retailing in the seventies is also
disappearing. Now it seems that the age of high
12
technology audio-visual products has come. There is much
room for this era. To expand towards this line would seen




CHARACTERISTICSOF THE ENTREPRENEUR: LITERATURE REVIEW
There are some sociological, demographic, and personal
characteristicsof a particular type of entrepreneur. It
may be that , because of the possessionof the certain
characteristics, the entrepreneursbecome so successful .
By analyzing and identifying those common
characteristics, one can predict or understand the
success or failure of the entrepreneur.
There are usually three separate categories in the
studies of the company formation process : 1 ) technical
companyformation( i . e . , companieswith scientificor
technicalproducts) 2 ) non - technicalformationsand 3 )
professional service company formations . The following
will be the reviews of the various studies on the se
three categories of entrepreneurs, as discussed in
StephenJ . Wolfe' s report. ( 3 )
( 3 ) Wolfe , The CompanyFormationProcess, p . 13
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2 . 1 Sociological and Demographic Characteristics
Table II - 1 gives the summaryof the general findings of
the reviewed studies regarding entrepreneurial
characteristics and personal backgrounds of
entrepreneurs. ( 4 )
The characteristics typifying the non - technical
entrepreneurare summarizedby Susbauer( 5 ) as follows :
- he is in his late 30 ' s or early 40 ' s at the time
of founding his company
- while his educational level is slightly higher
than the state norm , his formal education ended with
high school
- his work experienceand skills tend to be in the
nature of the business he founds . While his - work
experiencemay be varied , writers such as Collins and
Moore contend that a pattern of self - styled
educationinto a particularindustry ( e . g . ,
manufacturing) was being developed
( 4 ) Wolfe , The CompanyFormationProcess, p . 15 - 18
( 5 ) Jeffrey C . Susbauer, The TechnicalCompanyFormation.
Process : A ParticularAspect of Entrepreneurship. ( Ph . D .
dissertation, the Universityof Texas at Austin , 1969 . )
Quoted by Wolfe , The CompanyFormationProcess , p . 14
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TABLEII - 1
ENTREPRENEUR CHARACTERISTICS AND PERSONAL BACKGROUND
Technical Entrepreneur
( 1 ) Study : FederalReserve, Boston( 1958 )
Previous Work Experience : Primarily technical , in university
laboratories or academic departments, or in existing
technical companies .
( 2 ) Study: Maryland( 1963 )
Previous Work Experience : Typical owner had been formerly
employedin a . similar corporation, self - employed, or in
governmentservice .
( 3 ) Study: MIT ( 1966)
Age : Average32 , Median 36 , at companyfounding
Education: Average M . Sc . equivalentor slightly above
Previous Work Experience : Primarily development - oriented
academicians and laboratory researchers
Father ' s Occupation: 50 % were self - employed.
( 4 ) Study : StanfordResearchInstitute( 1966 )
Previous Work Experience: Principally in some phase of RD
work in university laboratory or industrial firm
Previous EntrepreneurialExperience : Most did not have
previous business experience except as research project or
program managers
Father ' s Occupation: The father in many instanceswas
himself an entrepreneuror executive .
( 5 ) Study : SouthernPennsylvaniaRegionalDevelopmentLaboratory( 19 b 7 )
Age : Average 35 at company founding
Education: 30 had college degrees , 9 had advanced degrees
Previous Work Experience : Industrial of an unspecified nature
other than technical .
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( 6 ) Study: Susbauer( 1969 )
Age : Average34 at companyfounding, Range 26 - 51 , Same as for
general scientist / engineering population
Education: MedianMaster' s ( 10 Ph . D . ) 4 MS , 6 BSc , 3 no
degree )
Previous Work Experience : Wide experience in various business
functions, and with more than one employer;
Previous EntrepreneurialExperience : Five of 23 had
previously formed companies
Father ' s Occupation: 13 of 23 self - employedin businessor
ranching.
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TABLEII - 1 ( continued)
Nontechnical Entrepreneur
( 1 ) Study: Oxenfeldt( 1943 )
Age : Mature , Average age is increasing
Previous EntrepreneurialExperience : Large proportion of 300
shoe manufacturershad owned at least one previous
business
( 2 ) Study : Mayer Goldstein( 1961 )
Age : Median4 0 at time of study
Education: Median 11 years , State median 9 . 3 years
Previous Work Experience: Most were manual laborers ( 49 ) ,
or white collar workers( 22 )
Previous EntrepreneurialExperience : 26 of 81 had previously
owned one or more business
( 3 ) Study: Davids( 1963 )
Age : Average36 - 38 for the Georgians( manufacturing( nly )
Previous Occupational Experience : Manufacturingonly , from
managerial or professional ranks
Previous EntrepreneurialExperience : About 45 % of founders
of manufacturingfirms had founded one or more previous
businesses, usually in same category of enterprise .
( 4 ) Study : CollinsMoore( 1964 )
Age : Average52 ( men only ) at time of study
Education: Averageabout 11 years , slightly higher tthin st t _ o
medi an
Father ' s Occupation: 25 % self - employed, 19 % farmers.
( 5 ) Study : Delano, JohnsonWoodworth( 1966 )
Age : Average4 5 at time of study
Education : Average slightly higher than state norm
Previous Work Experience : Formed companies in fields where
they had substantialwork experienceor skills appl i c ah le
to the type of business
PreviousEntrepreneurialExperience: About 60 / 0 liad formed . - - it
least one previous business .
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(6) Study: Lemak (1977)
Age: Arithmetic mean 39.62 at company founding, Range 2b-bO
Education: Of 13 respondents 5 had college degrees
Previous Work Experience: 77% of all respondents had
experience in office supplies products business prior to
formation
Previous Entrepreneurial Experience: 31% had formed one
previous business.
(7) Study: Present Study
Age: Arithmetic mean 34.0 at company founding, Range 21-61
Education: Of 15 respondents 7 had college degrees
Previous Work Experience: 60% had experience .in retail
clothing, 40% had no full-time experience, except for
military service
Previous Entrepreneurial Experience: About 38: had formed
one or more previous businesses
Father's Occupation: 60% had self-employed fathhers.
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TABLEII - - 1 ( continued)
Professional Service Entrepreneur
( 1 ) Study: Somers( 1975 )
Age : Arithmeticmean 33 . 6 at companyfounding, Range 22 - 52
Education: Of 31 respondents21 had degrees( 1 Ph . D . , 4
Master ' s , 24 Bachelor' s , Some foundershad more than one
degree )
PreviousWork Experience: All but two ( 6 % ) respondentshad
experience in advertising or advertising - related field ,
majority had held two or more jobs before formation
Previous EntrepreneurialExperience: 36 % had formed one or
more previous businesses
Father' s Occupation: 58 % self - employed, 42 % not self -
employed , farming or ranching is consideredas self -
employment.
( 2 ) Study: Ellsberry( 1975 )
Age : Estimatedmean 31 - 36 , Approximaterange 25 - 65
Education: Of 27 respondents26 had degrees( 2 JDs , 7
Master ' s , 26 Bachelors, Some foundershad more than one
degree )
Previous Work Experience : All respondentshad experience in
the accountingfield , All held at least one job previously
Previous EntrepreneurialExperience : 10 % self - employed
previously
Father' s Occupation: 60 % self - employed, 32 % not self -
employed, Farming or ranching is consideredas self -
employment.
( 3 ) Study: Gerhardt( 19 75 )
Age : Arithmeticmean 37 at companyfounding, Range 29 - 52
Education: Of 16 respondentsall but two held more than one
degree( 9 Ph . D . ' s , 1 JD , 13 Master' s , 17 Bachelor' s )
PreviousWork Experience: All but one ( 6 % ) respondentof
16 had educational consulting experience , All respondents
had held at least one full - time job before formation
Previous EntrepreneurialExperience: 18 % had formed one or
more previous businesses
Father' s Occupation: 50 % self - employed, 50 % not self -
employed.
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( 4 ) Study : Summerville( 1976 )
Age : Arithmeticmean 34 . 65 at companyfounding, Range 25 - 45
Education: Of 17 respondents11 had degrees ( 1 Master , 11
Bachelor' s , One founderhad two degrees)
PreviousWork Experience: All but four ( 24 % ) respondentsof
17 had experiencein insuranceor a related field , All
respondentshad held at one full - time job before formation
Previous EntrepreneurialExperience: 24 % had formed one or
more previous businesses
Father' s Occupation: 53 % self - employed, 47 % not self -
employed. .
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- he has already formed another company before
forming the company under study
- his father was self-employed as a businessman or
as a farmer
- he forms his company in the state or area in which
he resides.;
Albert Shapero(6) suggested that there are the following
characteristics of the 'typical' technical entrepreneur:
- he is approximately 35 years old at the time of
founding his company
- he is highly educated as compared to the general
population. The majority have a college degree and a
high percentage have a graduate degree
- the mix of functions in his previous occupational
experience is varied (marketing, finance, production,
management, and research and development)
- he is personally secure in that he feels no doubt
in his ability to obtain work if his business fails
(despite the fact that nearly all are married and the
majority have two or more children)
(6) Albert Shapero, An Action Program for Entrepreneurship, p.20.
Quoted by Wolfe, "The Company Formation Process," of p. 19.
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- he has a strong desire for independence
- he has probably come from a family where the
father was self - employed in business or farming
- he is highly mobile , geographically.
Summerville( 7 ) , summarizingthe data on table II ,
suggested that the professional entrepreneur has the
following characteristics :
- he is in his middleto late 30 ' s
- he is highly educated as comparedto the general
population . A great majority have a college degree
and a high percentagehave a graduate degree
- he is married and has at least one child
- he has held at least one job before ccxapa- i , , V
formation
- he is predominantlyinternal and feels confident
about rewards coming from his own behavior
- at least 50 % of the entrepreneursin all three
studies had fathers who were self - employed
- he has had previous work experiencein his current
type of business.
2( 7 ) Summerville, The CompanyFormationProcess, p . 21 - '
Quoted by Wolfe , The CompanyFormationProcess , p . 20
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From the above findings , it can be noted that there are
several similarities common to the three types of
entrepreneurs: age , self - employmentof father , and
educational level higher than the population norm .
2 . 2 Personality characteristicsof the Entrepreneur
Shapero ( 8 ) summarizedthe findings of studies of the
entrepreneurial personality as follows
' Studies of the personal characteristicsfound in
entrepreneurial individuals describe the entrepreneur
as an individualwho as a high need for achievement,
rejects and resents authority , likes moderate risks
in which his efforts can help achieve a successful
outcome , does not follow fixed patterns and seeks out
challenge. '
Guillot cited the findings of Flanagan ' s study , which
used the interview data gathered on the top one hundred
companiesin the United States :
( 8 ) A . Shapero, An Action Programfor Entrepreneurship, p . 7
Quoted by Wolfe , The CompanyFormationProcess , p . 24
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' Other people learn to live with the frustrations
they me et in daily life . . . But ( entrepreneur) are
different . They balk at taking orders they do not
respect . They see opportunities that others
overlook. ' ( 9 )
Flanagan also found that the entrepreneuris a person
who , when faced with the choice of security or challenge,
will characteristicallychoose challenge .
However , when Guillot ( 10 ) compared managers to
entrepreneursby means of a sixteen personality factors
test , he concludedthat :
' Contrary to the expectation based upon the
literature , the entrepreneurs cannot be considered
more independent , venturesome , conscientious ,
suspicious , and tense than the sample of business
executives. '
An individual ' s degree of internal control and external
control has also been suggested as a particular aspect of
the entrepreneur' s personality. If a person perceives
that an event is contingentupon his own behavior or his
( 9 ) LawrenceG . Guillot , The PersonalityCharacteristicsof the
Entrepreneur. ( Master ' s Thesis , the Universityof Texas at
Austin, 1968. ) p . 16
Quoted by Wolfe , The CompanyFormationProcess , p . 24
( 10 ) Ibid. , p . 69
Quoted by Wolfe , The CompanyFormationProcess. . p . 25
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relatively permanent characteristics, this is labelled as
a belief in internal control, and vice versa. Hence high
external persons feel that they are at the mercy of the
environment, that they are being manipulated by external
forces, while internal individuals believe that they can
influence their environment.
Wolfe quoted the findings of Driver's study(11) that
there was a correlation between entrepreneurial activity
and an individual's perception of his control over his
environment and entrepreneurial activity. And that
internally controlled individuals, who felt that rewards
come from one's behavior (internal control), were more
likely to be associated with entrepreneurial activity
than those who perceived the outcome of events to be
largely determined by fate.
(1 1) Robert E. Driver, "Organizational Reaction to Change in the
Market Environment: A Particular Aspect of Entrepreneurship.
(Ph. D. dissertation, the University of Texas at Austin, 1973.)
p.130




3 . 1 Research Objectives
The basic objective of this study is to identify the
formation process of entrepreneurs in the acoustics
industry in Hong Kong . Equipped with a good
understandingof the general entrepreneurs, we can then
evaluate the likelihood of success of our target company ,
AGB . In addition , we look forward to providing some
suggestionswith regard to the directions of the company .
3 . 2 Areas of Study
The whole research study is therefore separated into two
parts . The research problem can then be subdividedinto
the followingareas :
3 . 2 . 1 EntrepreneurInte views
From a general overview of the existing entrepreneurs' in
this industry , we expect to identify the various personal
27
characteristicsof them , such as :
- personal details






- expectationof future trends in this industry
3 . 2 . 2 CaseStudy
The companywill be studied in all aspects , such as :
- company background
- company philosophy
- scope of business
- staffing
- strengths and weaknesses
- formation process
By incorporating the findings from the entrepreneur
s tudy , we can be in a better position to give
recommendationsto the company with a view to its
particularities .
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3 . 3 Research Procedures
This is a three - stage researchstudy . We have already a
target companyin mind . It is a very new company. They
have not yet any concrete company policies , long - term
planning or directions . Before going deeply into its
study , we launched a small survey among those companies
as similar to AGB as possible.
3 . 3 . 1 PreliminaryStudy of AGB
As mentionedin the Introduction, AGB is a very special
company . One of the writers came to know the primary
founder , Milton Leung , through the introductionof
another person in the same church . The writer greatly
appreciatedthe talents and the visions of the founder in
the acoustics field . She therefore decided to study this
company in details . -
The acquaintanceof the primary founder of AGB rendered
many advantages to the writers in understandingthe
company more thoroughly. They are the members of the
same church . Every week they meet at least once . No
secret has to be concealed. Not only the company matters
can be disclosed to the writers , but also the personal
details , attitudes and family backgroundscan be known
29
without difficulties . Besides , the writers can be more
enthusiatic to study the case and make contributionsto
the company since they appreciate the founder ' s visions
and also due to their friendship.
Nevertheless , the previous acquaintance between the
founder and the writers also has its shortcomings. One
may argue that the writer ' s understandingof the founder
may not be very objective . She might have been too
influenced by this founder and overlooked the
characteristicsof the other founders . More importantly ,
the writers had therefore limited their choice of study
to this particular company due to the conveniencefactor
of obtaining information .
Bearing the above drawbacks in mind , the writers had
therefore tried to be as objective as possible to
evaluate the characteristicsof the primary founder and
the current operationsof the company .
A preliminary interview was therefore carried out with
its founder to understandthe backgroundof the company .
This helped define the relevant interviewees in the
second stage .
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3 . 3 . 2 In - depth Interviewswith Entrepreneursin the Industry
Af ter knowing the general features of the target campaii %
we defined the target population of our survey wi th
similar characteristics :
Sample Definition :
All Chinese Entrepreneurs in the Acoustics Industry
of Hong Kong
Operational Definitions :
ACOUSTICSINDUSTRY is defined here as the ' sound
equipment ' industry as listed in the Yellow Pages
( AppendixA ) .






As the founder did not clearly indicate the propcsrd
scope of business and as the acoustics industry is
still very small in Hong Kong , we would like co
include all of them in our sampling.
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ENTREPRENEURwas defined as a local Chinese person
who had established a now existing sound equipment
enterprise either by himself or with some others .
Foreign owned subsidiaries were excluded .
Sample Size : 10 interviews
Since this is a rather exploratorystudy , we preferred to
have fewer in - depth interviewsrather than a large number
of more superficial interviews .
Approaches:
- the name and full address of each proprietor were
obtained over the telephone
- a coveringletter ( AppendixB ) was sent to the person
with whom an interview was being requested
- a follow - up telephonecall was made in the following
week to confirm the time of interview
- a questionnaire( AppendixC - adopted and revised from
Dr . Tuan ' s Entrepreneurstudy ) containing50
questions was employed in the interview . Each
interviewtook about 90 - 100 minutes .
The findings of the interviews were dealt with
qualitatively as well as quantitatively.
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3 . 3 . 3 In - depthCaseStudy
A more thoroughstudy of AGB was carried out at the final
stage . Each shareholder was interviewed . The whole
company was studied more comprehensively. The financial
situation and acquired equipment , as well as their
current business , were carefully studied .
3 . 4 Limitationsin the Study
3 . 4 . 1 Samplesize
There were ten samples in our study , one of which was
used as our in - depth case study ( the AGB Limited) . The
other nine were interviewedfor about two hours , with
their response towards the questions in our questionnaire
being analysed by the SPSSG program of the IBM computer .
3 . 4 . 2 Sample Characteristics
The sample includes 4 retailers , 3 wholesalers, 1
manufacturer and 1 service supplier . Their particular
characteristicsare given in Chapter 4 . Though they are
widely different in their work experience, family , and
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education background , they were all very cooperative
towards our interview . Some of them even suggested that
don ' t hesitate to go to my personal secretary for
further details if I am not here . One sent us a
booklist that may be useful to our study . Their helpful
and cooperative attitude was facilitative to our
research.
3 . 4 . 3 DifficultiesEncountered
There are several reasons that resulted in our sma 11
sample size . The first one is that the acoustic industry
in Hong Kong is very small . There are only about 100 such
companieslisted in the the Yellow Pages , quite a number
of which are foreign owned companiesand which are thus
excluded from our sample .
The second reason is that the response rate to our
request for an interviewwas low . We had sent more than
40 letters followed by subsequent telephone calls ,
however , most of them were either uncontactedor ref used
our interview. Since the acousticsindustry in Honk , Kos ,
is rather homogeneous, a small in - depth sample should bIO
quite representative.
Thirdly , although , due to the manpower and time
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limitation , we were unable to include more samples in our
study , we have an impressive understandingof the
thinking and background of the nine entrepreneurswith
whom we conductedcomfortable, in - depth interviews.
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CHAPTERIV
FINDINGS OF THE INTERVIEWS
4 . 1 Introduction
We successfully interviewed 9 entrepreneurs, including 4
retailers , 3 wholesalers, 1 manufacturerand 1 service
supplier . Although the small sample is not adequate to
provide statistical significance , the following
quantitative findings are expected to give a feeling of
the general picture in the sound equipment industry .
more importantly , the in - depth understandingobtained
through the casual interviews is the most valuable result
of this part of the research.
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- important factors for entrepreneurship
- evaluation of previous jobs
- company formation plan
- company formation action
- attitudes towards entrepreneurship
- image of Chinese entrepreneurs
- expectationof future trends in the industry
4 . 2 Personal Details
4 . 2 . 1 Sex
As one would expect , all the respondentsin this study
were men . This is very typical of entreprenerursall
over the world , especiallyin the Chinese society of Hong
Kong.
4 . 2 . 2 Age
The age of the respondentsvaried widely between 32 and
66 . The average was about 47 years . The wholesalerswere
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TABLEIV - 2
AGE OF RESPONDENTA PRESENT AND AT COMPANY FORMATION
Type of Business Form of Ownership TotalAge of firm
Retailer Whole - Others Below 10 +
Single Groups al er 10 years years
4 3 2 4 5 5 4
Age of
Respondents
30 - 39 2 1 2 1 2 1 3
40 - 49 2 2 z 2
50 - 59 2 I 3 1 2 3
160 + 1 1 1
Ave rage 38 4759 38 54 42 54 47
Range 3 2 - 4 5 54 - 66 38 - 56 3 2 - 4 5 38 - 66 32 - 56 38 - 66 3 2 - 66
Age at
Formation
2 22 1 I20 - 29 2 2 4
230 - 39 2 1 I 2 3 1 4
40 - 49 1 1 1 1
32 30Ave rage 30 3030 32 29 31
21 - 40 25 - 34 23 - 39 21 - 40Range 2 3 - 3 9 23 - 39 21 - 40 21 - 40
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on average older (59) than retailers (38).
Accordingly, those who started their business in less
than ten years were only 38 years old on average, whereas
those with a longer establishment time were 54 years old
on ave rage.
The sole proprietor group was younger (42) than the joint
ownership group (54).
Obviously, there is a big difference in age between the
wholesalers and retailers. The wholesalers were, in
general, older, having a longer establishment in the
field and more likely to take joint ownership. in the
earlier days, from the forties to the sixties, all fields
of business were not yet very fully developed. It was
then easier to enter any field of business as one wished.
The current wholesalers were the pioneers of this field.
They faced fewer barriers and less competition when they
started trading in the early days. A reputation was also
easier to develop through the years. They now represent
nearly all the famous brands. The late comers could
hardly compete with them with regard to financial power
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and established overseas relationships.
As the living standard is getting better and better,
people are more well-off today. More and more quality
products are being sought to upgrade their 'Life style.
Sound equipment is one of the typical consumer products
that many people are fascinated by. The seventies
brought to an economic boom. Many retailers entered the
field during this period. This may explain for why the
retailers in this study appeared to be younger and with a
shorter business history. They were also likely to be
sole proprietors, since the capital investment in
retailing is less intensive. (It should be noted that
many dealers usually have support from a sole agent so
that payment can be deferred for a rather long period.)
4.2.3 Age at Company Formation
The respondents started their businesses at the age range
between 21 and 40. The average age was 31 years.
It is interesting to note that there is not much
difference in age at the time of first company formation
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with respectto the type of business( range : 30 - 32 ) ,
age of firm ( 30 ) , and form of ownership( 29 - 32 ) .
This may suggest that the age 30 is rather the most
likely time to start one ' s business. At this time , one
has already gained a quite substantial working experience
of about 10 years , on average. On the other hand , one is
still young enough to be energetic , risk - taking atnd
adaptive to the fast changing business environment.
4 . 2 . 4 NativeOrigin
All respondentswere raised in urban areas , such as
Peking , Shanghai , Kwangchow, Hongkong, or Saigon iii
Vietnam. It may also be due to the fact that they grew :
up in these more developed cities that they had better
exposure to higher education and Western culture . This
is crucial for their later developmentas , III
entrepreneur, who is supposedto be a person capable its
all aspects.
One point to note is that the wholesalerswere tno re
likely to have come from the wealthy Shanghai _ esc
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families . In the fifties , a great many businessmenin
Hong Kong were Shanghaiese. It is quite obvious that
better business relationships could be facilitated
through the common dialect .
4 . 2 . 5 Education
All had secondary school education or above .
Comparativelyspeaking , the retailers were less educated
than the other groups . It might be construedthat fewer
managementor communicationskills were required to be a
retailer than a wholesaler. On the other hand , it is
also noted that the retailers in general came f r xi the
wealthier families than their counterpart who could
afford to let their young to achieve higher education .
4 . 2 . 6 WorkingExperience
Before they started their business , only one resixndent
had had some previous experience in the wholesaling
businesses, who also became a wholesalerafterwards . On
the other hand , three ( including 2 retailers and t
wholesaler) had had some retailing experience.
43TABLEIV - 3
EDUCATION AND PAST WORK EXPERIEXE
Form of Ownership TotalType of Business Age of firm
Retailer Whole - Others Below 10 +
Sin le Groupsaler 10 years years
4 3 2 4 5 5 4
Education
ISecondary 3 3 1 3 1 4
Post- sec . 1 1 42 2 5
Past working
Experience
Wholesaling 1 1 11
2 1 2Retailing 1 2 1 3
Others 4 22 4 4 5 3 8
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Eight out of nine respondents had some working experience
other than wholesaling and retailing. Quite a few of
them were civil servants of either the Republic of China
or the Hong Kong Government. The others included a
school teacher and a Cable Wireless technician.
It seems here that the previous working experience was
not much related to their current business. It is qui to
likely that the sound equipment or acoustics industry is
concerned more with music, which is a rather personal
interest. Therefore, they might entered the field more
on the basis of interest than with a view to making
money.
4.3 Family Background Before Marriage
4.3.1 Father's Principal Occupation
It is interesting to note that five of the respondents'
fathers were also businessmen. Only two fathers were
employees. The spirit of entrepreneurship was like klv to
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be imitated from their fathers . The case was most
salient among the sole proprietors.
4 . 3 . 2 Father' s Education
Their fathers ' education ranged from primary school to
post - secondary education and was quite evenly distributed
among the groups . Apparently, it did not relate to the
type of businessor form of ownership.
4 . 3 . 3 Siblings' Occupation
One third of the respondents' siblings were also
businessmen. However , we could hardly draw a conclusion
as to whether this affected the respondents '
entrepreneurship.
4 . 4 Marriage Life at the Time of CompanyFormation
4 . 4 . 1 MaritalStatus
Two thirds got married at the time of company formation .
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TABLEIV - 4
FATHER' S PRINCIPALF 111 PLOYMENT / EDUCATIONAND
INCIINCE OF SIBLINGS BEING BUSINESSMEN
Form of OwnershipTota 1Age of firmType of Business
Retailer Whole - Others Below 10 +
GroupSinglesaler 10 years years
4 3 2 4 5 5
Father' s
Employment
3 1 1 3 2 4 1 5Businessman
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Four out of six of them were retailers. In fact , the .
retailers had the most stable marriages . They got good
support from their wives to start their business . The
marriage has been maintainedto date .
However , entrepreneurshipappeared to be a threat to the
other groups . One wholesaler was already divorced before
he started his business . The manufacturerwas married at
that time but was later divorced and , after several
years , remarried a Japanese woman . The one who provides
sound system installation was single then and now .
Althoughhe had married after he formed the company, Iii s
business greatly occupied his time , and divorce became
the natural ending . He remained single thereafter .
To be a successful entrepreneur, one greatly needs the
support of his wife . As one retailer said , he had to
work seven days a week and coul hardly afford to take a
vacation leave . If his wife could not share the hardship
with him , their marriage would be at risk . Fortunately,
his wife was his co - worker before they had their on
company . She knew the business fairly well . Not only
could she share the burdens of her husband but also gave
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help in looking after the retail outlet from time to
time.
On the other hand, the servicing supplier's wife was a
school teacher, who had spare time but lacked the
interest and technical knowledge to give asistance to her
husband. No wonder they came to a divorce.
4.4.2 Number and Age of Children
Only four respondents had a child at the time cat
formation. None of them had more than three children
then. The small number of offspring might suggest less
financial from the family.
The ages of the eldest child in the subject families were
then 6, 13, 14 and 15 respectively. If entrepreneurship
is affected by any family burden, the evideilce here
indicates that either they had not yet any children or
that their children had already grown up. The family




MARITAL STATUS, NUMBER OF CHILEREN,
AGE OF ELDEST CHILD AND WIFE'S WORKING STATUS
Form of Ownership TotalType of Business Age of firm
10+Re tailer Whole- Others Below
Singlesaler years10 years Group
4 3 2 4 5 5 4
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32 1 3 3Single




1 1 1one 1
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Three 1 1 1 1
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Below 10 1 1 1 1
10-15 2 2 1 3
14Average 14 1115 146 6 12
Wife's working
Status
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4 . 4 . 3 Wife ' s Involvement
Three out of six said that their wives did not work or
were not involved in their business . Two wives helped
their husbands , who were retailers . One was working
outside , and her husband waas also a retailer .
It is noted that all three working wives belonged to the
group of younger companies, as well as sole proprietors.
The reason for the above phenomenonis likely that the
entrepreneursneeded their wives ' support at the initial
stage . Moreover , the retailing business requires less
technical knowledgebut is more labour - intensive .
4 . 5 Other Influences Perceived
4 . 5 . 1 Education
Most ( 6 out of 9 ) said that their educationdid not have
any influence to their entrepreneurship, particularly
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those retailers or sole proprietors .
4 . 5 . 2 PreviousWorkingExperience
However, most of them ( 7 out of 9 ) said that the i r
previous working experience did influence their decision
to form a company . This was particularlytrue of tlie
older firms and the wholesalergroup .
4 . 5 . 3 Close Friends/ Relatives
Apart from retailers , all said they had close friends or
relatives who were also entrepreneurs.
4 . 5 . 4 Explicit Encouragement/ Discouragement
Few had explicit encouragementor discouragementfrc i
other people . It is quite likely that either t ) it ,
entrepreneursdid not seek opinions from others , or tlhei . r
friends and family membersdid not give any to them .
This raises an interesting point as whether independetic
decision making is a characteristicof entrepreneurship.
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TABLE IV-6
INCIDENCE OF INFLUENCE FROM EDUCATION, PREVIOUS WORKING EERIENCE AND
CLOSE FRIENDS OR RELATIVES BEING ENTREPRENEURS
ENCOURAGEMENT AND DISCOURAGEMENT FROM THEM
Type of Business Form of Ownership TotalAge of firm
Retailer Whole- Others Below 10+
Single Groupsaler 10 years years
4
22 1 2 11 3Education
influence
22 3 2 3 7Working exp. 5
influence
41 1 23 2Close friends 5 6
being
entrepreneurs
Encouragement 11 1 1 2 1 3
11Discourage- 1 1 1 1 2
ment
2
3 2 4 5 5 4
4
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We always could feel a sense of impulsiveness among our
respondents during the interviews. Perhaps, a person who
considers too much the riskiness or likelihood of success
would be too hesitant to start his own business.
4.6 Important Factors for Entrepreneurship
Eleven attributes concerning the factors for forming
one's company were listed. Respondents were asked to
rank the importance of them referring to the time of
their company formation.
Some attributes were mentioned more often. If only the
first five most important factors were taken into
consideration, their frequency of mention and average
ranking are as follows:
The three most important factors for entrepreneurship
considered in general were realizing one's own ideas,
attaining independence, and the arrived opportunity,
respectively. Moreover, these three factors also had the
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TABLE IV-7
IMPORTANT FACTORS FOR DECIDING COMPANY FORMATION
Importance
Total Ave rage
lst 2nd 3rd 4th 5th Mentions Ranking
9 9 9 7 5
Putting one's ideas 1 1 2 2 1 7 1
into practice
Spiritual independence 2 4 1 7 2
Opportunity arrived 1 1 2 1 5 3
For long-term 1 1 2 4 4/5
investment
To do what one 2 1 1 4 4/5
really likes
No development in 2 I 3 6
previous job
Being boss 1 3 4 7
Larger monetary reward 1 1 3 8
1 1To do what is good 9
for the society
Higher social status 1 1 10
0To possess power 11
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highest frequency of mention.
Basically, the factors can be classifed into two large
categories, namely, internal and external achievements.
Apparently, the general entrepreneurs emphasized more the
internal achievements, such as realizing one's own ideas
rather than those materialistic or external rewards such
as money, social status or power.
From this study, we can better understand that the
internal drives are the more important factors for one
aspiring to become an entrepreneur.
During the interview with the manufacturer, the writers
were impressed by his attitudes towards money and honour:
"I was born in a very rich family and would still be
rich should there not have been the civil war.
There have been so many ups and downs in my life
that money can no longer constitute an important
part to me. I used to be a Chinese opera composer
and was then the youngest professional director in
Hong Kong. My songs were so popular that my income
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was almost a hundred times that of an average
worker. Soon I felt tired with the composing career
and turned to the manufacturing sector. In fact,
the life of an entrepreneur is in no way better than
that of an employee."
One wholesaler said that to be an entrepreneur, it was
only for the sake of interest and sense of achievement.
Money was not important at all.
Only four respondents even mentioned the least important
factor for entrepreneurship. Of these, three of them said
that it was a rise in social status. Again, this is
quite in accord with the general impressions of Chinese
entrepreneurs. Many of them succeeded through much
hardship. They do not like to reveal their wealth or
strengths to others. Much is to be done but little is to
be said. Silence is a virtue in their dealing with
outsiders.
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4.7 Evaluation of Previous Job(s)
Apart from personal aspirations, the previous working
experience can, nevertheless, influence one's
entrepreneurship. Eight aspects listed concerning the
jobs prior to their company formation were evaluated by
the respondents. The answers were obtained based on a
5-point scale ranging from 'very dissatisfied' to 'very
satisfied'. For simplicity, we assigned score 1 to 'very
dissatisfied' and score 5 to 'very satisfied'. Their
average scores are as follows:
Evalution of Previous Job(s)
Averae Scores







Autonomy (with regard to innovation
3.0and change)
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Generally speaking, all the conditions of previous jobs
were rated more on the satisfactory side. In fact, none
mentioned very dissatisfied' in any of the above. Wi th
regard to 'relations with other co-workers,' there was
not even one mentioned 'quite dissatisfied.' The spread
was largest for the item about prospect. One respondent
could not even rate the attribute.
For the lowest rated attributes, autonomy and company
organization, the answers of 'quite satisfied' were as
many as 'quite dissatisfied' (4:4) with only one claiming
neither side. This may suggest that most people take a
rather definite view concerning these two aspects.
4.8 Company Formation Plan
4.8.1 Future Expectation
Surprisingly, all except one of them said that they had
never thought of their future career before they formed
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their impulsiveness as stated before.
4.8.2 Expected Profit
Similarly, most (7 out of 9) said they had not made anv
profit forecast. However, two out of three wholesalers
said they did so.
4.8.3 Chance of Success
Only two-thirds had considered their chance of success in
starting their business. They were mostly wholesalers
and the other business group. Three out of four
retailers did not think of that beforehand.
4.8.4 Plan for Failure
Only two-thirds had considered the effects of failure.
However, in this case more retailers than wholesalers did
so.
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4 . 8 . 5 Knowledgeof CompanyFormation
Slightly over half ( 5 out of 9 ) said they had some
knowledge of company formation . prior to the action .
There was no obvious difference between the groups .
4 . 8 . 6 Durationof CompanyFormation
Half said that they started their business immediately
once the idea came to their mind .
4 . 9 Company FormationAction
4 . 9 . 1 Reasonsfor Choosingthe Industry
The two most obvious reasons for choosing this sound
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1 2 1 202 31Interest
21 2 11 1 31Working
experience
1 1 1 10Others
2 32 1 3 22 5With objective
in mind
Co-former
12 1 31 1 143Friend
3 23 1 1 4None 1 5
Sources of
finance
412 23 2 4 6Savings
22 2Relatives
1 1 1Goodwil1 1
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4.9.2 Form of Ownership
Four jointly owned the company with others, and the
remaining five were sole proprietors. As noted before,
all wholesalers took the form of joint ownership, whereas
all retailers were sole proprietors.
4.9.3 Company Objective
Only five said they had any objective in mind when they
formed the company. However, the objectives claimed were
not very specific. Personal interest was above all.
4.9.4 Co-f ounde r/Shareho lde r
Four had someone to form the company with them. All
these co-founders, as well as shareholders, were their
friends.
4.9.5 Source of Finance
Most (six) founded their company with their savings.
Only two financed through borrowing from others. It is
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interesting to note that one needed no finance since his
goodwill was enough.
4.9.6 Major Responsibility
At the time of formation, almost all of the respondents
claimed they had to look after every aspect of company
operations.
4.9.7 Helper
For those seven people who had any helpers at company
formation, six said their greatest helpers were their
employees.
4.10 Attitudes Towards Entrepreneurship
4.10.1 Reasons for Success
They mentioned a number of reasons leading to their
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self-confidence, good human relationships. Of course,
luck and opportunity were most important of all.
4.10.2 Willingness to restart
A question was asked whether they would still plan to
form their own company if things were to start aill over
again. All but two said they would do so. These two
were sole proprietors, who might have felt tired with the
hardship, and with no one shared their burden.
4.10.3 Advice to others
Similarly, seven of them would encooirage or advise their
acquaintances to start their own business. Howeve r, some
of them said this would depend on whether the one was a
suitable kind of person.
4.10.4 Difficulty perceived
All of them said it would be more difficult to start za
business these days than a few decades ago.
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The present markets were more competitive. Capital
investment was more demanding. The young had to tackle
these difficulties more carefully before they put their
ideas into practice.
4.10.5 Current Operation Problem
Since they had worked through the difficulties at the
beginning, there were few problems envisaged in the
current operations.
4.10.6 Incidence of Acquisition/Merger
None of them had ever come across any opportunity for
acquisition or merger. Perhaps these actions are still
not common among the Chinese entrepreneurs.
4.10.7 Overall Satisfaction of being an Entrepreneur
Only two said 'no' when they were asked whether they felt
happy as an entrepreneur.
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4.10.8 Entrepreneur vs. Manager
All except one preferred the status quo to being an
entrepreneur, despite the possible higher pay from being
a manager. The one who preferred to be a manager, at
even less pay, felt so bad being an entrepreneur that he
said if one had an enemy, the best revenge method was, to
ask him to start his business. Then his property,
marriage, and comfortable life would be threatened.
4.11 Image of Chinese Entrepreneurs
In the questionnaire, 16 attributes concerning Chinese
entrepreneurs were listed. Respondents were asked to
rate each of them against 'disagree,' 'not very much
agree,' 'quite agree' and 'very much agree.'
In order to compare the rating of each attribute, we ighl is
were assigned to each response. For instance, score 1
was assigned to an answer of 'disagree' and score 4 to
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Oral and written promise are equally
3.4531import ant
3.l4 32Hope next generation succeed business
In general, most attributes concerning Chinese
entrepreneurs were agreed on to a certain extent by the
respondents, except two: 'emphasize knowledge' anti 'one
man decision making.'
As mentioned before, the reasons attributed to success
like hard-working, self-confidence, interperson11
relationship. They had not received much education. The
experience in business was treated as be iing n ree
important than knowledge. Many stories can be lira rd
about some successful persons who had received little
education.
'One man decision making and need not consult others'
also sounds too aristocratic. No one can dare to say he
never consulted others in his life since a person cannot
be perfect in all aspects. If the wordings were
rephrased a little bit, such as not to include the second
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part of 'need not consult others, the responses might
have been changed.
We can see a few attributes that were much agreed on by
the respondents: 'hardworking,' 'oral promise' and
'business network through friendship.'
They regarded 'hardworking' and good interpe rson 1.
relationship' to be the factors for success. These are
what. the Chinese treasure. They also put these into
practice. No wonder they regarded these as the t,,ypica.l
characteristics of Chinese entrepreneurs.
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CHAPTER V
A CASE STUDY: THE AGB LIMITED
5.1 Company Background
This case study is based on a recently formed coamp:i rtv,
the AGB Limited. The details are as follows:
5.1.1 The Start-up History
Milton Leung is a 26-year-old, fresh graduate of tlong
Kong Polytechnics in Electronics. His interest in audio
equipment started when he was still in primary six. His
interest is not only in the sound effect appreciation but
also in internal design and manufacture of equipment.
When he was in secondary school, he had already started
making some sound equipment, and he often designs sound
systems these days. He is rather highly reputed among
the professionals. About three years ago, he started tlie
business with three other Polytechnics students. They
had adequate professional skills. However, they lacked
management calibre and funds. The business as not
developed until very recently.
AGB has existed legally just for two months.
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registered in February 28, 1984. In the past six months,
four more shareholders joined in. The capital funds have
become much stronger. Since this company is all formed
by Christians, much support and trust are obtained from
outsiders.
5.1.2 Company Philosophy
AGB is a company established by Christians with the
following philosophy:
- producing high-quality products
- managing a commercial organization with Christian
characteristics (such as be honest to the clients,
devoted to the business)
- providing long-term training and relative high
renumeration to the staff
- supporting the Christian organization development
with a certain proportion of the earned income
5.1.3 Scope of Business
Due to its small size, which accounts for its high market
flexibility, AGB is currently operating in several
aspects of business:
- acoustic consultancy
- high quality tape production
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design and manufacturing of audio-visual equipment
other related audio-visual business, such as renting
equipment, trading.
5.1.4 Staffing
Virtually, there is no full-time staff at this
company. The shareholders, who are also the company
staff, comprise the following mix (with assigned
positions):
Milton Leung (Managing Director)
worked on a full-time basis since he graduated half a
year ago in the Polytechnics. He has the most skills
and connections with outside. However, he left to
study acoustics in New York University in January
1984 for a period of 15 months.
Tony Yeung (Marketing Executive)
is still studying in Hong Kong Polytechnics.
However, he has been with Milton Leung in the past
few years, so he knows Leung's connections and is
also technically strong. He plans to work full- time
in the company after he graduates in May 1984.
K.L. Tam (Production Executive)
is also a Polytechnics student and will graduate in
1985. He is responsible for production activities.
Joseph Cho (Project Executive)
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is a chartered quantity surveyor. He joined
recently. He is keen in drafting contracts, price
negotiations and client contacts. Besides, he is
knowledgeable in computer applications, music
appreciation, and skillful in mechanical work, which
is essential in equipment manufacturing. He will be
a good candidate for acting in the position of
Managing Director during Leung's leave.
Joel Lam (Music Executive)
is a vocal teacher. He has work experience in both
trading companies and Christian organizations.
Therefore he assumes a superior position with regard
to connections concerning music.
S. L. Chung (Administrative Executive)
is an accountant with an MBA degree. He will be
responsible for the whole company's management,
particularly concerning the financial and cost
aspects.
S.K. Yeung (Company Legal Advisor)
is a solicitor. He joined the company recently as a
shareholder and is now acting as the company's legal
advi sor.
5.1.5 Current State
With a view to its limited manpower, the company
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would like to concentrate on the business of acoustic
consultancy at this initial stage for the following
reasons:
- less time consuming
- less working capital required to start up a job
order;
- less risky, as the downpayment of each order can
almost cover the direct costs;
- acoustic consultancy is very inadequate in Hong Kong
people have no access to a highly qualified service
with a reasonable price. The market need already
exists and waits only to be explored;
- acoustic consultancy also sounds prof essional. This
service can greatly help promote the company image at
this initial stage;
similarly, the talent in sound system design is the
company's most valuable asset, which should be best
utilized with the currently available manpower.
Therefore, AGB suggests that their most urgent need is to
investigate the market potential of acoustic consultancy.
5.1.6 Market position
As mentioned at the beginning, AGB is a ve ry special
company. Generally speaking, this is a sound equipnet
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industry. It can be roughly divided into four areas,
namely, manufacturing, wholesaling, retailing, and sound
engineering. Since sound equipment is a very high
technology production, Hong Kong industrialists are not
yet capable of producing any things comparable to those
Japanese or Western products. Also, few people have
enough ability to appraise the sound quality of a large
system. Sound engineering or acoustic consultancy is
therefore rather neglected by most people. On the other
hand, wholesaling and retailing have grown to a rather
mature stage and the barriers of entry are too great to
any new-comers.
Apparently, the situation seems not very advantageous for
AGB. However, the most valuable asset of the company is
its highly talented people. They have already gained a
reputation among the professionals. The high quality
performance of the past projects also enhances their
good-will in the market. So far, their clients are
exclusively the Christian organizations. This is an
added advantage to them since the good reputation can be
easily spread among the potential customers. It should
be noted that their financial background is not \,e t
strong enough to compete in the outside world. At this.
stage, the company has little expense on marketing. Most
of their customers show confidence in them.
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It is interesting to note that the main objective of the
company these days is to maintain the running of the
company. All of them are still working on part--t ittme
basis. They can only provide very 'limited' service at
one time. Competition is not yet their key concern.
There is not much problem in source of supply. They have
long maintained a good relationship with the ma its
suppliers. Preferential credit terms are always offered.
5.1.7 Company objectives
In addition to achieving the above-mentioned conpaam-
philosophy, they also have summarized the compazuv
objectives as follows:
to assume the position of leading experts i t1
acoustics consultancy
to develop the market of the commercial sector
to expand the current lines of business
to open the market in China, as well as in South-ei: t
Asia
to maintain a substantial growth each year, wi t 1i%
view to developing .AGB into an international cocip:atly
to achieve a reasonable profit on a cornpe tit
basis
to provide the best professional service.
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5.2 Comparison With Other Entrepreneurs In The Industry
In order to perceive the likelihood of success of
AGB, we compared their characteristics with those we
obtained from the interviews.
AGB is so special that we can hardly compare it with
others. Its business was not started by one person.
If the formation was recognized at the time of
registration, then the chief founder had already left
Hong Kong and has not been involved in any daily
operations since then. However, we still regarded
him as the real starter and focus on him to compare
with others.
5.2.1 Personal Details
Milton Leung was a few years younger than the average
entrepreneur at the time of company formation. He
received more education than his counter-parts.
Apart from his amateur production, he has no real
working experience at all.
This poses a problem of maturity. Almost all studies
of entrepreneurs (including those in the States and
the current one) stated that all entrepreneurs had at
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least some working experience before they formed
their companies. Milton ray be very competent in
technological knowhow, but he has received no
training at all in management. The lack of it miy
always lead to the failure of a company.
As noted by new shareholders who are trained in
business management, AGB did lose substantially in
the past two years on their part-time projects.
However, the Polytech students did not recognise this
fact and were still thinking that they were earning
at a thin margin, as there was some net cash inflow
from each project. They did not take into account
their working hours and the great loss of
depreciation. They put all their savings and
'borrowings' into purchasing. expensive equipment, for
which the frequency of use wasr so low that the
return could hardly cover the overhead.
5.2.2 Family Background
Milton was born in a rather rich family. His fattier
was himself an entrepreneur. This is quite in line
with the general entrepreneur studies.
The fact is very important to Milton's development of
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interest in sound equipment. He had enough pock-et
money to buy spare parts and second hand equipment
and to subscribe to overseas technology it gazine,,
which were so expensive that a common worker's son
could hardly afford them.
He was the only son of the family. Similar to the
manufacturer mentioned in the interview findings, he
was not very concerned about money. Few budgeting
were made before he started his action. Once he got
some innovative ideas in his mind, he would trey to
put them into practice, even if he had to finance his
plan through borrowings. Perhaps, it is also due to
this less money-concerned character that the general
entrepreneurs would dare to risk in company
formation.
The success of his father as a businessman also
inspired or indirectly encouraged him to start a
business of his own.
5.2.3 Marital Status
Marriage, as noted in the previous findings of
interviews, is a very decisive f actor in
entrepreneurship. The successful entrepreneur and
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the happy married man always seem to be in conflict
with each other. In order to avois this conflict,
the person either gets a good helpful wife or does
not start until they have married for several years.
Otherwise, it is better to start business long before
marriage.
Milton is still a very young bachelor. He can wholly
commit himself in this business. From the interview
findings, it is noted that to be successful, one has
to be hardworking and burdened with every aspect of
the company affairs.
The status of being a bachelor, therefore, added a
credit to Milton as an entrepreneur.
5.2.4 Other Influences Perceived
Milton's genuine interest started very early in his
childhood. It is rather his interest that afffected
his choice of study in electronics. Therefore, his
education, like the other entrepreneurs in this
suudy, did not affect his entrepreneurship. Instead,
his education became a tool facilitating him to
become an entrepreneur.
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His strong interest in this field was not affected by
anything else. On the other hand, his strong
motivation in putting his ideas into practice
influences even those around him.
5.2.5 Important Factors for Entrepreneurship
Contrary to others, the most important factor for. his
forming this company was in seeing the increasing
need of the community. The second most important
factor was also in doing something good for the
society.
These strong visions may be ve ry important in
reinforcing him to overcome difficulties in the
future. The spiritual support from his religious
belief also renders him strong endurance.
5.2.6 Company Formation Plan
There was not much plan in company formation. Milton
is an idealist. He started the company based on his
inspiration, as well as religious visions.
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5.2.7 Company Formation Action
He wanted to share his ideas with others. Besides, he
was not financially strong enough to start the
business by himself. Collective ownership seemed to
be the appropriate form for him. Again, due to his
idealistic style, he preferred to establish a limited
company, which is more appealing to others the
company will always deal with.
5.2.8 Concluding comments on the founder
Milton Leung is the kind of person who is too
idealistic, self-confident and innovative. His major
weaknesses are over-aggressiveness and lack of
prudence and management skills.
He did not wait for the opportunity to come. The
'company' (his business) was started too early. The
means of finance-borrowings at the beginning stage,
was not appreciated. However, he could hardly fully
commit himself to develop the business as he was
still a student.
Since he was too idealistic and was too deeply
involved in Research Development, he spent almost
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all he had in purchasing expensive equipment. Such a
strategy was not practical at all. His borrowings
grew like a snow ball. If it were not for the
Christians, his creditors, who were concerned wi th
him and shared his visions, his business would have
gone bankrupt long ago.
During his stay in Hong Kong, all the other
shareholders relied on his decisions. Soon after he
left for the States, more and more management
problems and inappropriate company strategies were
discovered by the Board. Therefore, his leave taking
was first regreted, but it soon turned out to be a
relief for the whole company.
5.3 Recommendations to the company
5.3.1 Recommendations about the founder's position
Every person has his strengths and weaknesses. The
founder, Milton Leung, is nevertheless a genius in
audio-visual technology. No person can be an expert
in all aspects. Therefore, AGB, the company, should
realize the strengths and weaknesses of each person
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and then put them in appropriate positions.
From Section 5.1.4 'Staffing' of AGB, the company hz-is
very high potential to develop into a company strong
in both production and management. Although Milton
Leung was the founder and assumed the position of
Managing Director per se his responsibilities should
be reconsidered. Firstly, he has left Hong Kong. His
vacant office can hardly represent the company.
Secondly, his personality was not suitable for him to
be an administrator. Therefore, it is recommended
here that a title such as 'Overseas Consultant' or
'RD Consultant' is to be granted to him.
5.3.2 Directions of the company
Due to the current shortage of manpower, the business
is focused on the Consultancy of Sound Reinforcement
Instal la tion. The chief market sector is all the
Protestant Churches under new erection. However, this
market is very small. There are only a few hundred
churches in Hong Kong. Less than half have their own
independent building. Those new constructions are
even fewer. This market cannot be solely relied on.
Other businesses should be expanded.
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Product innovation (hardware) is a very promising
business. Several directors are strong in thh
aspect.
Music related production (software) is another
promising market. The reputation of the vocal teacher
(one of the Directors) has long been established in
the music circles. If any cooperations are carried
out with outside singers, choirs, or orchestras, a
high return from the record or tape production is
very likely.
Of course, as the company becomes better developed,
they should look closer into the possibilities of
entering the field of being a sole agency. The profit
margin is always higher, and such a practice may also
diminish the company dependence on the laa rgo
suppliers.
As the name of the company connotes, AGB represents
itself as a broadcasting company. However, the
broadcasting industry sounds too ambitious with a
view to their current situation. Perhaps the compaity
should put aside this area for a few years until the
right time comes for them to develop.
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5.3.3 Business strategies implementation
Marketing Strategy
AGB is very concerned with its image of being a high
technology specialist. Since the company is still
weak in manpower and finance, they should seek some
sort of joint venture promotion. For instance, when
they do anything for outside organizations,
impressive cards introducing the company can be
distributed along with the program booklets of the
concerts or gatherings. The equipment of the company
for outdoor purposes or those purchased for system
installation may be identified with the company logo.
With respect to packaging, namecards, letters and
envelops may all be printed in a professional manner.
They can thus appeal to others that not only the
service is of high quality but so also is the
correspondence.
For those under their production, they should seek
some channels to delegate the selling of the products
by means of commissions to that party concerned.
Such a practice can, nevertheless, lower the
marketing cost and problems of manpower shortage.
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However, the company should also look forward to
obtaining the sole agency of certain equipment. This
can increase the sale to a larger scale and rely less
on the sources of supply.
Finance Strategy
At the moment, the company lacks working capital.
This explains why they are now keen on the business
of acoustics consultancy rather on other things. They
must lower the risks of financial constraints the
best they can. In the future, since the company has
much under utilized expensive equipment, the rental
service may be an alternative to lowering the burden
of high depreciation expenditure. Owing to the
current weak financial position and past cummulative
debts, it would be better for AGB to finance itself
through internal growth.
Production Strategy
The founders are very keen in RD. The Polytech
students do possess some idealist characteristics.
They are always aware of the progress in the field,
and are trying new products. Very high quality items
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can be produced in this company.
Production should be further developed. The initial
stage will be for those tailor-made professional
hardware needed in projects. The large supply of
part-time workers can, however, solve the manpower
shortage problem in this aspect.
Personnel Strategy
As mentioned in the part of 'Staffing,' each
shareholder, except Solicitor Yeung, will sit in the
Board of Directors and be responsible for a special
area.
Staff training is much emphasized in this company.
The part-time wo rke rs are expected to become
full-time under thorough training.
While the company gets into a better shape, the
current directors will gradually become completely
involved in the operation on a full-time basis.
Tony Yeung will definitely become a full-time s taf f
member. If S.L. Chung, an Accountant, can also join
in to be responsible for the administration, the
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company can then get into shape at a faster pace.
5.3.4 Comments to the company
The writers thinks that the biggest problem of the
company now is lack of manpower, as well as that of a
central figure. The idea of establishing the company
originally came from Milton Leung. He is a genuine
entrepreneur. Leavitt, a professor of Stanford
University, classified the management people into 3
types: path-finder, problem solver, and implementor.
Path-finder is the type most lacking in American
management today. They always dream the impossible
dreams. People find their ideas difficult to put
into practice. However, they are the innovators
whose contributions are so great that the American
and European races have been proud of them for
generations.
Now the company cannot operate on a full-time basis.
This may not be possible in the outside competitive
world, doing a similar business. Public relations
may be weaker than before. Coordination among the
staff is also weaker.
However this may also be an advantage to AGB. The
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responsibilities can be shared. More group decision
making will be carried out.
The company is now looking forward to the graduation
of Tony Yeung and, by then, AGB will wholly commit
itself in business.
Finally, may we wish good luck to this outstanding
Company!
APPENDIX A
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We are MBA students of The Chinese University of Hong Kong. Recently,
we are conducting a study on entrepreneurs in high technology industries
in Hong Kong, under the supervision of Dr. Tuan Chyau. The purpose of
this research is to find out the formation process and personal
characteristics of successful entrepreneurs, such as yourself. Your
response will be valuable in helping to provide a better understanding
of what attributes play an important role in the successful formation of
entrepreneurship.
In the following one or two weeks, we shall personally contact you for
an interview appointment, which would be scheduled to be most convenient
to you. Of course, your answers are completely private and will be used
only in combination with others to develop a composite picture. I f you
wish to receive a report of the findings of this research, I would he
glad to send you a copy after the project has been completed.












* Adopted version of which originally designed by Dr. Tuan
Chyau in his study 'Technical Entrepreneurship in Hong Korg:
An Exploration.'
A 創 業 者 ／ 企 業 主
縣
1. 您 的 出 生 地 是 ： （ 國 ／ 省 ／ 市 ）
您 的 出 生 年 是 ：
2. 您 在 15 歲 之 前 主 要 是 住 在 城 市 或 鄉 村 ？
住 過 那 些 地 方 ？
3. 您 接 受 過 的 教 育 包 括 ：
學 校 教 育
(1) 年 數 年 ， 包 括 本 港 ： 年
國 內 （ 大 陸 、 澳 門 、 台 灣 ）
年
國 外 年
(2) 最 高 學 位 （ 文 憑 ） 。 取 得 地 ： 本 港
國 內
國 外
(3) 主 修 科 （ 文 、 理 、 商 、 工 、 醫 、 法 等 ）
進 修 教 育 （ 請 註 明 ： 如 公 開 大 學 、 函 授 課 程 、 自 我 進 修 等 ） 及 年 數
4. 您 過 去 曾 在 那 些 地 方 受 僱 （ 第 一 次 創 業 如 非 現 公 司 ， 亦 不 包 括
在 內 。 如 工 作 經 驗 甚 多 ， 請 列 出 最 早 及 最 近 的 兩 個 工 作 。
(1) 公 司 主 要 性 質 （ 產 品 ） (2) 規 模 （ 人 數 ） (3) 您 負 責 的 工 作 性 質
最 早 的 工 作 ：
創 業 前 的 工 作 ：
如 為 學 校 ， 請 註 明 性 質 。 如 為 政 府 ， 請 註 明 直 屬 單 位 ）
例 如 市 場 、 生 產 、 財 務 、 研 究 發 展 等 ）
如 現 在 不 是 第 一 次 創 立 企 業 ， 填 第 5 項 ， 否 則 填 第 6 項
5. 您 第 一 次 創 業 的 年 齡 是 歲 。
創 辦 企 業 的 性 質 （ 產 品 ） 主 要 是
規 模 （ 人 數 ） 是
人
6. 您 創 辦 本 公 司 時 的 年 紀 是 歲 。
7. 您 創 業 時 的 家 庭 狀 況 ：
已 婚 未 婚 （ 如 未 婚 ， 直 接 跳 答 第 11 項 ）
如 已 婚 ， 當 時 結 婚 已 年 ； 當 時 兒 女 人 ， 年 齡 為
） 家 庭 背 景
7. 您 的 妻 子 在 何 地 出 生 ？
8. 您 的 妻 子 所 受 的 教 育 年 數 是 年 ；
內 本 港 年 ， 國 內 年 ， 國 外 年 。
9.
她 直 接 參 與 您 的 公 司 經 營 嗎 ？
如 果 參 與 ， 她 主 要 負 責 那 些 工 作 （ 主 持 與 您 有 關 的 另 一 家 公 司
或 參 與 現 公 司 的 財 務 、 生 產 、 銷 售 與 市 場 等 ） ？
如 果 不 參 與 ， 您 常 常 與 她 討 論 公 司 的 事 務 嗎 ？
10. 您 的 妻 子 是 否 自 己 另 外 有 工 作 ？ （ 包 括 從 事 其 他 受 薪
工 作 ）
11. 您 的 雙 親 ：
父 親 母 親
出 生 地 ：
生 長 地 （
15 歲
以 前
主 要 職 業 ：
當 您 14 歲 時 從 ：
事 的 工 作
受 教 育 年 數 ：
例 如 ： 家 庭 主 婦 ； 幫 助 丈 夫 經 營 事 業 ； 或 其 他 受 薪 工 作 ） 。
12. 您 共 有 兄 弟 姊 妹 幾 人 ？
他 們 的 職 業 分 別 是
您 排 行 第 幾 ？
C) 創 業 念 頭 的 開 始 （ 如 目 前 此 一 公 司 非 屬 初 次 創 業 時 的 公 司 ， 請 受 訪 者
回 憶 首 次 創 業 前 的 情 景 ）
13. 您 所 受 的 教 育 是 否 對 您 當 初 決 定 自 行 創 業 有 所 影 響 ？
如 是 ， 請 簡 述 一 下 是 那 些 具 體 的 教 育 內 容 （ 如 那 一 階 段 或 那 些 課 程 ） 　
對 您 有 明 顯 的 影 響 ？
14. 您 自 行 創 業 前 的 工 作 經 驗 對 您 的 創 業 有 影 響 嗎 ？
可 否 較 具 體 地 說 明 是 那 些 方 面 （ 例 如 學 得 專 業 技 能 、 生 產 技 術 或
管 理 方 法 是 以 有 信 心 創 業 ； 見 賢 思 齊 ， 機 啟 雄 心 等 ） ：
15. 您 過 去 受 僱 的 公 司 裏 ， 有 沒 有 那 一 間 公 司 的 老 板 （ 或 合 夥 人 ， 或 大 股 東 ）
是 您 的 親 戚 或 家 庭 朋 友 ？
16. 在 您 的 家 庭 中 或 較 親 近 的 朋 友 與 同 事 中 ， 有 無 任 何 人 曾 經 自 行 創 業 ？
17. 您 何 時 有 了 自 行 創 業 的 想 法 ？ 歲 時
（ 或 ： 您 想 自 行 創 業 想 了 多 久 ， 才 付 諸 實 施 ？ 年 月 ）
18. 當 初 您 在 創 業 的 前 一 年 做 些 什 麼 ？
19. 您 最 初 創 業 時 ， 本 港 及 國 外 一 般 的 經 濟 景 氣 如 何 ？
20. 什 麼 是 令 您 當 初 有 自 行 創 業 想 法 最 主 要 因 素 ？
(1) 您 從 與 誰 討 論 過 自 己 擬 自 行 創 業
(2) 誰 鼓 勵 您 ？
(3) 如 何 鼓 勵 您 （ 精 神 上 ， 財 務 上 ， 技 術 上 等 ）
(4) 誰 勸 止 您 ？
(5) 如 何 勸 止 您 ？
D) 創 業 決 心 的 下 達 （ 如 受 訪 者 非 首 創 現 公 司 ， 請 其 回 憶 首 次 創 業 的 情 景 ）
21.
什 麼 因 素 使 您 下 定 創 業 的 決 心 （ 請 依 重 要 性 列 舉 ）
(1) 自 己 當 老 板 ， 不 必 受 僱 於 人
(2) 較 多 的 金 錢 收 入
(3) 精 神 上 的 獨 立 自 主
(4)
認 為 機 會 到 臨 了
(5) 嘗 試 自 己 的 新 構 想
(6) 在 前 一 受 僱 機 構 中 未 能 一 展 長 才
(7) 社 會 地 位 的 提 高
(8) 想 具 有 權 力
(9) 自 行 創 業 □ □ □ 的 □ □ 技 □
(10) 做 自 己 □ □ 喜 歡 的 事
(11) 做 對 社 會 □ □ 的 事
(12) 其 他 □ □
（ 重 要 性 ， 以 1 代 表 最 重 要 ， 2 代 表 次 之 … … ）
22.
您 對 創 業 在 那 份 工 作 □ □ □ 是 （ □ □ □ 不 滿 意 程 度 ）
很 滿 意 滿 意 馬 馬 虎 虎 不 滿 意 極 不 滿 意
(1) 薪 津
(2) 地 位
(3) 同 事 間 相 處
(4) 工 作 前 途
(5) 容 許 創 業 及 變 革
(6) 公 司 組 織
(7) 公 司 對 您 工 作
貢 獻 的 評 估
(8) 一 般 工 作 環 境
（ 特 指 人 際 關 係 ）
(9) 在 受 僱 時 您 與 何 人 有 過 較 嚴 重 的 不 和 或 衝 突 ） ？
23. 在 那 個 時 候 ， 您 心 目 中 有 無 想 到 未 來 的 事 業 應 該 是 個 什 麼 樣 子 ？
（ 如 果 不 是 自 行 創 業 ）
24. 創 業 時 您 有 無 預 測 您 公 司 所 可 能 賺 到 的 利 潤 ？ （ 有 ／ 無 ） ； 後 來 發 現
該 項 預 測 的 正 確 程 度 如 何 ？
25. 您 那 時 有 無 考 慮 到 成 功 的 機 會 有 多 大 ？ （ 有 ／ 無 ） ；
您 有 無 做 市 場 需 求 的 調 查 分 析 ？ （ 有 ／ 無 ）
26. 您 有 無 考 慮 到 萬 一 失 敗 了 該 怎 麼 辦 ？
27.
那 時 您 對 如 何 創 業 （ 組 織 公 司 ） 有 無 充 份 的 知 識 ？ （ 有 ／ 無 ） ；
如 有 是 那 些 ？
從 那 裏 獲 得 ？
28.
讓 您 由 想 創 業 到 著 手 創 業 的 最 主 要 ， 最 直 接 的 原 因 是
29. 可 否 請 您 告 訴 我 們 ， 您 在 以 下 各 創 業 階 段 所 花 的 時 間 ：
(1) 由 開 始 有 創 業 的 念 頭 在 心 裏 到 真 正 下 決 心 自 行 創 業 年 （ 月 ）
(2) 由 下 定 決 心 要 創 業 到 實 際 著 手 準 備 ： 年 （ 月 ）
(3) 由 著 手 到 公 司 組 織 完 成 （ 籌 備 期 ） 年 （ 月 ）
(4) 由 組 織 完 成 道 開 始 出 品 銷 售 年 （ 月 ）
E) 開 創 事 業 　 （ 被 訪 問 者 如 過 去 創 辦 過 其 他 事 業 ， 此 處 乃 指 首 次 創 辦 的
那 個 企 業 而 言 ）
30. 您 是 如 何 決 定 要 從 事 這 一 行 業 的 （ 為 什 麼 是 生 產 這 個 產 品 而 不 是
其 他 產 品 ） ？
為 何 您 決 定 要 以 該 一 組 織 形 態 （ 合 夥 ， 獨 資 ， 公 司 等 ） 來 經 營 ？
31. 當 時 您 假 定 了 什 麼 主 要 的 經 營 目 標 ？ （ 例 如 ： 賺 得 最 大 可 能 的 利 潤 以 得
日 □ 本 □ ）
為 什 麼 設 立 該 等 目 標 ？
32. 誰 與 您 一 起 建 立 公 司 ？
33. 您 自 何 處 獲 得 創 業 的 資 本 ？
34. 當 時 最 大 的 困 難 是 什 麼 ？
35. 創 業 當 時 ， 什 麼 事 情 比 您 事 前 的 想 像 容 易 ？
36. 您 最 初 的 合 資 者 （ 合 作 者 ） ， 大 客 戶 與 最 初 的 材 料 供 應 者 ＊ 分 別 是
與
請 說 明 關 係 ， 譬 如 友 人 ， 親 戚 ， 家 人 等 ）
37. 您 在 創 業 的 第 一 年 ， 主 要 是 做 那 一 方 面 的 工 作 ？ （ 如 超 過 一 個
以 上 ， 請 □ □ □ □ □ □ □ ， 表 示 其 重 要 程 度 。 最 重 要 以 1 表 示 ， 次
重 要 以 2 表 示 ， ( 下 類 推 ） 。
(1) 組 織 (4) 生 產 管 理
(2) 財 務 (5) 行 政 管 理
(3) 市 場 推 銷 (6) 技 術
尚 有 誰 在 上 述 工 作 方 面 也 是 非 常 忙 碌 （ 例 如 ： 合 夥 人 ， 妻 子 ）
誰 是 您 當 時 最 大 的 幫 手 ？
F) 管 理 哲 學 與 其 他 項 目
38. 什 麼 是 您 創 業 成 功 的 主 要 理 由 （ 如 肯 冒 險 ， 得 外 界 幫 助 ， 機 會




39. 如 果 能 從 頭 開 始 ， 您 仍 打 算 自 行 創 業 嗎 ？ （ 是 ／ 否 ）
如 否 ， 為 什 麼 ？
40.
您 是 否 會 忠 告 您 的 好 友 ， 親 人 去 自 行 創 業 ？ （ 是 ／ 否 ）
如 否 ， 為 什 麼 ？
41. 今 日 青 年 人 自 行 創 業 ， 會 不 會 比 您 那 時 候 困 難 ？
， 理 由 是
42. 您 以 為 一 個 創 業 者 應 具 備 的 主 要 性 質 是
43.
為 何 其 他 類 似 您 的 東 斯 會 失 敗 ？ 原 因 是 ：
44.
您 以 為 目 前 事 業 上 最 大 困 難 （ 如 果 有 ） 是
最 重 要 ， 最 花 心 力 的 是
45. 曾 否 有 其 他 公 司 想 收 購 或 合 併 您 的 公 司 ？ （ 曾 有 ／ 沒 有 ） 如 有 ，
為 何 您 拒 絕 ？
46. 作 為 一 個 創 業 者 ， 您 覺 得 快 樂 嗎 ？
47. 如 果 一 間 大 公 司 請 您 去 當 總 經 理 ， 您 會 不 會 放 棄 目 前 的 事 業 ，






48. 許 多 西 方 管 理 學 者 以 為 中 國 人 的 企 業 管 理 者 具 有 如 下 特 色 ，




同 不 同 絕 同
常 意 意 太 意 不 意
(1) 工 作 認 真 勤 勞
(2) 生 活 節 儉
(3) 自 然 接 受 階 級 觀 念 （ 尊 ， 卑 ， 長 ， 幼 ）
(4) 尊 重 權 威 （ 知 識 上 ， 或 地 位 上 ）
(5) 強 調 知 識 ， 學 習
(6) 對 人 際 關 係 敏 感 （ 介 意 別 人 是 否 接 受 自
己 ， 重 視 別 人 對 自 己 的 評 價 ）
(7) 愛 面 子
(8) 主 要 透 過 友 誼 建 立 生 意 網
(9) 合 作 只 在 小 集 團 內 （ 家 庭 ， 同 鄉 ）
才 能 產 生 ， 此 外 彼 此 不 合 作
(10) 評 估 員 工 的 最 重 要 標 準 是
對 自 己 忠 誠 ， 其 次 才 是 績 效 。
(11) 公 司 結 構 不 嚴 密 ， 分 工 及 合 作
職 責 (Job Specifications) 不 清
楚 （ 沒 有 制 度 ） 。
(12) 重 視 財 務 ， 市 場 ， 生 產 ； 不
重 視 組 織 發 展 與 組 織 行 為
或 組 織 結 構 的 整 齊 ， 嚴 謹 化 。
(13) 重 視 下 一 代 的 教 育 。
(14) 老 闆 一 人 作 決 策 （ 話 事 ）
不 大 要 求 他 人 提 供 建 議 。
(15) 口 頭 承 諾 與 書 面 契 約 一
樣 重 要 。
(16) 希 望 下 一 代 接 棒 。
(17) 其 他 （ 請 註 明 ） ：
音 響 行 業
49. 你 覺 得 音 響 行 業 的 前 景 如 何 ？
50. 如 現 時 在 以 下 各 方 面 創 業 ， 你 認 為 … 多 少 ？




顧 問 工 程
受 訪 者 ：
訪 問 日 期 ： 時 間 ：
企 業 名 稱 ： 電 話 ：
地 址
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A . ABOUT THE ENTREPRENEUR
( Country/ Province / Ci t ) , )I . Placeof Birth :
Date of Birth :
2 . Were you living mainly in an urban or rural area before 15 ?
Where had you lived before ?
3 . Your educationi cludes:
School education
years , including Hong Kong years( 1 )
China( PRC , Macau, Taiwan) years
ye arsOverseas
( 2 ) Highestdegree( diploma)
Obtainedfrom : Hong Kong
China
Overseas
2(3) Major subject (Art, Science, Business Administration,
Engineering, Medicine, Law, etc.)
Post-schooling (Please specify: Open University, Correspondence
course, self-education, etc.) and years of study:
4. Where did you work in the past?
Your**Size of companyNature of company







(* If it was a school, please indicate what kind of school. If it
was government, please indicate its department.)
(** For instance, marketing, production, finance, RD, etc.)
3If this company is not your first company, please go to item 5. If
yes, go to item 6.
5. Your age when you first started your first business was
The nature (product) of your first business was
Size of your first company (number of people)
6. When you started this company you were years old.
7. Your marital status when you started your first company:
(If single, go to item 11.)SingleMarried
If married, how long had you been married? years
At that time, there were children their ages
were
B. Family Background
7. Where was your spouse born?
nears.8. How much education did your spouse have?
In which, Hong Kong years,
China years,
Overseas years.
49. Does she take part directly in. the work of your company?
If yes, what is her major responsibility (e.g. in charge of
other subsidiaries, or takes part in the finance, production,
sales and marketing of present company)?
If no, do you often discuss with her about your business?
10. Does your spouse have her own job? (Including any
other paid-occupation.)









(*e.g. housewife, helping husband's business, or any other
paid-occupation.)
12. How many brothers and sisters do you have?
Their occupations are
5C . The beginningof the companyformation( If this is not your firs t
company , please recall those events that happened in your
first company. )
13 . Was there anything in your educationalexperience that might have
led you to form a company?
If yes , what were they ?
14 . Was there anythingin your work experiencethat might h : v led you
to form a company?
What were they ? ( e . g . You learnt the productionechnolot- - or
managemnetskills which gave you confidenceto form the c cc - pang . )
15 . Were any of your past employersal o your relativesor ! ' r Lands ?
16 . Did you ever have any relatives or friends that fornied c . xnpanies
before you formed yours ?
17 . When did you first start thinkingabout formingyour c ai p : t ny '
years old .
( Or : How long did it take you to go from just thinking: shout
forming a companyuntil you really got seriouslyint Nrestc ' d ' .
years months . )
618 . What did you do one year before you formed your company' ?
19 . What was the general economicclimate in Hong Kong and China
when you formed your company?
20 . What was the main reason which led you to think of startingti , otir
own company?
1 ) Did you ever discuss with any persons about the idea of fonut c
your own company?
2 ) Who encouragedyou ?
3 ) In what ways ? ( In spiritual, financial, or technical. ispec : t
etc• )
4 ) Who discouragedyou ?
S ) How?
D . The decisionto form a company( If this is not the first canpluy,
please recall what happenedin the first company . )
21 . What reasons were critical to your decision to form your on
company? ( Please indicatewith decreasingorder of impo rt : nce . * )
71) Being your own boss
2) More monetary rewards
3) Spiritual independence
4) Business opportunity arisen
5) Put your ideas into practice
6) Not being able to develop your ability in previous job
7) Higher social status
8) Want to have more power
9) Forming own company is a better long-term investment
10) To do what you really want to do
11) To do what is good for the society
12) Others (Please specify)
* (Use 1 to mean most important, 2 means second-most important...)
2 2. Your evaluation of your last job before your formed your first
business (degree of satisfaction):
Very un- very un-















8) General working conditions (refer particularly
to interpersonal
relationship)
9) Did you have any significant disputes
(or conflicts) in your
last job?
23. At that time did you have any idea. about your future career (if
not starting your own business)?
24. Did you estimate the prof its when you formed your company? (YIN)
How close was the estimate?
25. Had you considered the chance of success? (Y/N)
Did you conduct any market survey? (YIN)
92 6. If in case you lost your business, what would you do?
27. Did you have sufficient knowledge in forming a company at that
time? (Y/N)
If yes, what were they?
Where did you learn them?
28. The most crucial, direct reason for you from thinking about
starting your own business to start forming you business was:
29. Can you tell us the time you spent in each of the following stages
when you formed your company:
1) From when you started thinking about forming your own company, to
when you had really decided to form your company: years.
2) From the time you had really decided to form your company, to
time you started to work for the company formation: years.
3) From the time you started to work for company formation, to the
time you finished the organizing: years.
4) From the time you finished the organizing, to the time you
made sales: years.
10
E. The Formation Action (If the interviewee has formed more than one
company, this refers to the first company formed.)
30. Why did you decide to engage in this business (or why do you produce
this product rather than some other products)?
Why did you decide to form your company in that organiztional form
(partnership, sole proprietorship, company, etc.)?
31. What were your company goals when you formed it (e.g. to maximfce
profit so as to get pay-back early)?
Why did you choose those goals?
32. Who formed the company with you?
33. Where did you get the initial venture capital?
34. What were the greatest difficulties at that time?
11
35. Were there any activities that appeared much easier than you h:td
expected in forming your own company?
36. Who were your initial partner, principal customer :ind supplier*:
and
(* Please indicate their relationship with You, e.. friends,
relatives. ..etc.)
37. In the first year of starting your own business, what major
functions were you engaged in? (If more than one f uc- iit ion, plonse
indicate the level of importance by using 1,2,3... 1 being the
most important.)
4) Production management1) Organizing
5) Administration2) Financial management
6) Technology3) Marketing a rd sales
Was there any body who was also very busy in the above work (e.g.
partner, wife...)?
Who was the person who helped you most?
12
F . Management philosophy and miscellaneous
38 . What have been the reasonsfor your success( e . g . willingto t : tkc
risk , obtainedhelp from others , good opportunities, etc . ) ? PI t € u




39 . If you could start everythingover , would you still plan to fo ru
your own companygain? ( Y / N )
If no , why ? •
40 . Wouldyou advisea friend , a relativeto start a business: ( Y / N )
I f no , why ? •
41 . Would it be harder now for young people to found their own
companies ? The reasons are :
42 . What do you judge to be the main qualitiesof a would be
e ntr epr eneur?
13
43 . What are the reasons why some other similar companiesfailed ?
44 . What do you think are the major difficulties( if any ) of your
present business ?
And the most importantand time - consumingarea is :
45 . Have you ever been approachedby someone or some organization
interestedin acquiringor mergingyour company? ( Y / N )
If yes , why did you refuse?
4 6 . Are you happy to be an entrepreneur?
47 . If you were of fered a positionof the general managerof a
corporation, would you give up your own business? ( Y / N ,
If yes , how much more renumerationw ll you ask for as
compared with your present earnings ?
1 ) 50 % more
2 ) 25 % more
3 ) 10 % more
4 ) same
5 ) 10 % less
14
48 . Many Western managementtheorists think that the Chinese
entrepreneurs possess the following characteristics . Please





2 ) Thrifty _
3 ) Accept seniority _
4 ) Respect authority
5 ) Emphasizeknowledge
and learning
6 ) Sensitiveto human
relations hip
7 ) Concernabout face
8 ) Build up business
network mainly through
friendship
9 ) Cooperationly among
family and relatives





11 ) No clear organizationalstructure ,
division of labour ,
and job specification
12 ) Care more about finance , marketing
and production, not that care about
organization development and
organization structure
13 ) Emphasizethe educationof
the next generation
14 ) The boss is the only decision-
maker , and he needs not much
advice from others
15 ) Oral agreement is equally important
to a paper contract
16 ) Hope to have his next generation
to succeed his business
17 ) Others( pleasespecify) _
16
G . Acousticsindustry
4 9 . What do you think about the prospectof the acousticsindustry ?
50 . If one were to form a companyin the followingbusiness, what
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